
Adem relations in the Dyer-Lashof algebra andmodular invariantsNondas E. KechagiasDepartment of Mathematics, University of Ioannina, 45110 GreeceDedicated to the memory of Professor F. P. PetersonApril 21, 2004AbstractThis work deals with Adem relations in the Dyer-Lashof algebra froma modular invariant point of view. Our purpose is to give a moderateexplanation of the complexity of Adem relations. An algorithm is providedwhich has two e�ects. Firstly, to calculate the hom-dual of an elementin the Dyer-Lashof algebra; and secondly, to �nd the image of a non-admissible element after applying Adem relations. The advantage of ourmethod is that one has to deal with polynomials instead of homologyoperations.Category: Primary: 55S10, 13F20; Secondary: 55P10.Keywords: Adem relations, Dyer-Lashof algebra, Dickson algebra, Borel in-variants.1 IntroductionThe relationship between the (canonical sub-co-algebras) Dyer-Lashof algebra,R[k] and the Dickson invariantsD[k] is well-known, see May's paper in [3], rele-vant parts of which will be quoted here. We provide an algorithm for calculatingAdem relations in the Dyer-Lashof algebra using modular co-invariants. Muchof our work involves the calculation of the hom-duals of elements of R in termsof the generators of the polynomial algebraD[k]. The results described here willbe applied to give an invariant theoretic description of the mod�p cohomologyof a �nite loop space in [6].We note that the idea for our algorithm was inspired by May's theorem3.7, page 29, in [3]. The key ingredient for relating homology operations andpolynomial invariants is the relation between the map which imposes Ademrelations and the decomposition map between certain rings of invariants. Thisrelation was studied by Mui for p = 2 in [8], and we extend it here for any prime.Recall R[n] is obtained as the quotient of a free associative algebra by imposing1



two conditions, one that elements of negative excess are 0 and the other thatthe Adem relations hold. T [n] is the analogue obtained by imposing only thecondition that elements of negative excess are 0.Theorem 43 Let � : T [n]! R[n] be the map which imposes Adem relations.Let {̂ : S(E(n))GLn 
D[n] ,! S(E(n))Bn 
B[n] be the natural inclusion. Then�� � {̂, i.e. for any eI 2 T [n] and dmM" 2 S(E(n))GLn 
D[n],< dmM"; �(eI) >=< {̂(dmM"); eI > :Campbell, Peterson and Selick studied self maps f of 
m+10 Sm+1 and provedthat if f induces an isomorphism on H2p�3(
m+10 Sm+1; Z=pZ), then f(p) is ahomotopy equivalence for p odd and m even [2]. A key ingredient for their proofwas the calculation of AnnPH�(
m+10 Sm+1; Z=pZ)They gave a convenient method for calculating the hom-dual of elements ofH�(
m+10 Sm+1; =p) which do not involve Bockstein operations. Our algorithmcomputes the hom-duals of elements of R[n] in terms of the generators of thepolynomial algebra D[n]. Please see Theorem 45 and a short description beforeExample 44.A direct application of the last two theorems is the computation of Ademrelations. The main di�erence between the classical and our approach is that weconsider Adem relations globally instead of consecutive elements and it requiresfewer calculations. This algorithm is described in Proposition 56 and a shortdescription before Example 54.The paper is purely algebraic and its applications are deferred to [6]. Thereare three sections in this paper beyond this introduction, sections 2, 3 and 4.Section 2 recalls well known facts about the Dyer-Lashof algebra from May'sarticle, cited above. In section 3, the Dickson algebra and its relation with thering of invariants of the Borel subgroup is examined. That relation is studiedusing a certain family of matrices which suitably summarizes the expressionsfor Dickson invariants in terms of the invariants of the Borel subgroup. In theview of the author, the complexity of Adem relations is reected in the di�erentways in which the same monomial in the generators of the Borel subgroup canshow up as a term in a Dickson invariant. The ways in which this can happencan be understood using these matrices. For p odd, the dual of the Dyer-Lashofalgebra is a subalgebra of the full ring of invariants. This subalgebra is alsodiscussed in full details. In the last section a great amount of work is devoted tothe proof of the analog of Mui's result mentioned above. Then our algorithmsmore or less naturally follows. A number of examples are included.This paper has been written for odd primes with minor modi�cations neededwhen p = 2 provided in statements in square brackets following the odd primarystatements.We must note that the �rst draft of this work did not concern with Bock-stein operations and Campbell, Peterson and Selick's paper was not mentionedbecause we were not aware of their method.2



We thank Eddy Campbell very much for his great e�ort regarding the pre-sentation and organization of the present work.2 The Dyer-Lashof algebraLet us briey recall the construction of the Dyer-Lashof algebra. Let F be thefree graded associative algebra on ff i; i � 0g and f�f i; i > 0g overK := Z=pZwith jf ij = 2(p�1)i, [jf ij = i] and j�f ij = 2i(p�1)�1. F becomes a co-algebraequipped with coproduct  : F �! F 
 F given by f i =X f i�j 
 f j and  �f i =X�f i�j 
 f j + X f i�j 
 �f j :Elements of F are of the form f I;" = ��1f i1 : : : ��nf in where (I; ") =((i1; : : : ; in); (�1; :::; �n)) with �j = 0 or 1 and ij a non-negative integer forj = 1; : : : ; n, jf I;"j = 2(p � 1)� nPt=1 it� � � nPt=1 et� [jf I;"j = � nPt=1 it�]. Letl(I; ") = n denote the length of I; " or f I;" and let the excess of (I; ") or f I;",denoted exc(f I;") = i1 � �1 � jf I2 j, where (It; "t) = ((it; : : : ; in); (�t; : : : ; �n)).exc(f I;") = i1 � �1 � 2(p� 1) nP2 it, [exc(f I) = i1 � nP2 it]The excess is de�ned 1, if I = ; and we omit the sequence (�1; :::; �n) if allei = 0. We refer to elements f I as having non-negative excess if exc(f It) isnon-negative for all t.It is sometimes convenient to use lower notation for elements of F and itsquotients. We de�ne f ix = f 12 (2i�jxj)x [f ix = fi�jxjx]. Let I = (i1; :::; in) and" = (�1; :::; �n), then the degree of QI;" isjfI;"j = 2(p� 1)� nPt=1 itpt�1��� nPt=1 etpt�1� , [jfI;"j = � nPt=1 it2t�1� ]In lower notation we see immediately that fI;" has non-negative excess if andonly if (I; ") is a sequence of non-negative integers: exc(I; ") = 2i1 � e1Given sequences I and I 0 we call the direct sum of I and I 0 the sequenceI � I 0 = (i1; :::; in; i01; :::; i0m). Using a sequence I we use the above idea for theappropriate decomposition. Let 0k denote the zero sequence of length k.Remark 1 Let us make a remark at this point concerning the sequences (I; ")in upper and lower terms.For upper notation: We consider N as a monoid of the rationals, then (I; ")is an element of Nn � (Z=2Z)n. [I 2 Nn]For lower notation: Let < N; 12 > be the monoid generated by N and 12 inthe rationals. Let < N; 12 >n be the monoid which is the n-th Cartesian productof < N; 12 >. Then (I; ") 2< N; 12 >n �(Z=2Z)n. [I 2 Nn]3



F admits a Hopf algebra structure with unit � : K �! F and augmentation� : F �! K given by: �(f i) = � 1; if i = 00; otherwise.De�nition 2 There is a natural order on the elements f (I;") or f(I;") de�nedas follows: for (I; ") and (I 0; "0) we say that (I; ") < (I 0; "0) if exc(Il; "l) =exc(I 0l ; "0l) for 1 � l � t and exc(It; "t) < exc(I 0t; "0t) for some 1 � t � n.We de�ne T = F=Iexc, where Iexc is the two sided ideal generated by ele-ments of negative excess. T inherits the structure of a Hopf algebra and if we letT [n] denote the set of all elements of T with length n, then T [n] is a co-algebraof �nite type. We denote the image of f I;" (fI;") by eI;" (eI;"). Degree, excessand ordering for upper or lower notation described above passes to T and T [n].The Adem relations are given by:eres =Xi (�1)r+i�(p� 1)(i� s)� 1pi� r �er+s�iei, if r > ps; (1)eres =Xi (�1)r�i�(p� 1)(i� s)� 1r � i� 1 �er+ps�piei, if r > sand if p > 2 and r � ps,er�es =Xi (�1)r+i�(p� 1)(i� s)pi� r ��er+s�iei �Xi (�1)r+i�(p� 1)(i� s)� 1pi� r � 1 �er+s�i�eier�es =Xi (�1)r+i+1=2�(p� 1)(i� s)r � 1=2� i ��er+ps�pi�1=2ei+Xi (�1)r+i�1=2�(p� 1)(i� s)� 1r � 1=2� i �er+ps�pi�ei, if r � s.Let IAdem be the two sided ideal of T generated by the Adem relations. Wedenote R the quotient T=IAdem and this quotient algebra is called the Dyer-Lashof algebra. R is a Hopf algebra and R[n] is again a co-algebra of �nitetype. We will denote the obvious epimorphism above which imposes Ademrelations by � : T ! RIf (I; ") is admissible then QI;" is the image of eI;". Respectively, QI;" of eI;".The following lemma will be applied in section 4.Lemma 3 a) �(epke0) = Q0Qpk�1 ; �(e1e0) = 0.b) �(epk+1=2e1=2) = Q1=2Qpk�1+1=2; �(e3=2e1=2) = 0.c) �(epk+1e1) = Q1Qpk�1+1; �(e2e1) = 0.d) �(epke1) = Q0Qpk�1+1; �(epe1) = 2Q0Q2.e) �(epk�e1=2) = Q0�Qpk�1+1=2; �(e1�e1=2) = �Q1=2Q1=2.f ) �(epk+1=2e1=2) = 0; �(e3=2�e1) = �Q1Q1.g) �(epk+1�e1=2) = �Q1=2Qpk�1+1=2; �(e2�e1=2) = 0.4



The passage from lower to upper notation between elements of R is given asfollows. Let by Jx" and Ix" as de�ned above. Then,��1Qj1 :::��nQjn � ��1Qi1 :::��nQinup to a unit in Z=pZ, where in = jn, andin�t = 12(2jn�t + jIn�t+1x"n�t+1j)jn�t = 12(2in�t � jJn�t+1x"n�t+1j)De�nition 4 We say that QI;" or (I; ") itself is admissible if there are no Ademrelations between its factors: if it � pit+1 � �t+1 for all t. Note that in lowernotation an element QI;" is admissible, if 0 � 2it�2it�1+et�1 for 2 � t � n�1.The ordering described above passes to R and R[n].Since R[n] and T [n] are of �nite type, they are isomorphic to their dualsas vector spaces and these duals become algebras. We shall describe theseduals giving an invariant theoretic description, namely: they are isomorphic tosubalgebras of rings of invariants over the appropriate subgroup of GL(n;K) insection 4.3 The Dickson algebra and a special family ofmatricesLet V k denote a K-dimensional vector space generated by fe1; :::; ekg for 1 �k � n. Let the dual basis of V n be fx1; :::; xng and the contragradient repre-sentation of W�pn (V n) �! Aut(V n) � GLn induces an action of GLn on thegraded algebra E(x1; :::; xn) 
 P [y1; :::; yn], [P [y1; :::; yn]], where �xi = yi. LetE(n) = E(x1; :::; xn) and S[n] = K [y1; � � � ; yn]. The degree is given by jxij = 1and jyij = 2 (if p = 2, then jyij = 1).The following theorems are well known:Theorem 5 [4] S[n]GLn := D[n] = K [dn;0; � � � ; dn;n�1] is a polynomial algebrawhere the degrees are jdn;ij = 2 �pn � pi�, [2n � 2i].D[n] is called the Dickson algebra.Theorem 6 [7] S[n] := B[n] = K [h1; � � � ; hn] is a polynomial algebra wherethe degrees are jhij = 2pi�1 (p� 1), [2i�1].The generators above are related as follows:Let fk�1 (x) = Qu2V k�1 (x� u), then fk�1 (x) = k�1Pi=0 (�1)n�i xpidk�1;i andhk = Qu2V k�1 (yk � u). Moreover, (see [5]),dn;n�i = X1�j1<���<ji�n iYs=1 (hjs)pn�i+s�js (2)5



Let us consider an example.Example 7 Let n = 3.d3;2 = hp21 + hp2 + h3. We associate the following family of matrices to thelast decomposition.A3;2 = 8>><>>:0BB@ h1 h2 h3d3;0 0 0 0d3;1 0 0 0d3;2 p2 0 0 1CCA ;0BB@ h1 h2 h3d3;0 0 0 0d3;1 0 0 0d3;2 0 p 0 1CCA ;0BB@ h1 h2 h3d3;0 0 0 0d3;1 0 0 0d3;2 0 0 1 1CCA9>>=>>;Respectively: d3;1 = hp1hp2 + hp1h3 + h2h3.A3;1 = 8>><>>:0BB@ h1 h2 h3d3;0 0 0 0d3;1 p p 0d3;2 0 0 0 1CCA ;0BB@ h1 h2 h3d3;0 0 0 0d3;1 p 0 1d3;2 0 0 0 1CCA ;0BB@ h1 h2 h3d3;0 0 0 0d3;1 0 1 1d3;2 0 0 0 1CCA9>>=>>;And d3;0 = h1h2h3.A3;0 = 8>><>>:0BB@ h1 h2 h3d3;0 1 1 1d3;1 0 0 0d3;2 0 0 0 1CCA9>>=>>;Rows are associated with Dickson generators and columns with certain powersof B[n] generators.Next we shall give an interpretation of formulae 2 using matrices. We will usethis interpretation to examine relations between Dickson generators of di�erentheight. Those relations will be used for the proof of the main theorem in section4. Let m = (m0; :::;mn�1) and k = (k1; :::; kn) be sequences of non-negativeintegers. Let dm denote an element of D[n] given by n�1Qt=0 dmtn;t and hk denotean element of B[n] given by nQt=1hktt . Let I(t) denote the t-th element of thesequence I = (il1 ; :::; iln) from the left: i.e. I(t) := ilt .For any non-negative matrix C with integral entries and 1 = (1; :::; 1), thematrix product 1�C is a sequence of non-negative integers, then h1�C stands fornQt=1h(1�C)(t)t Let C(dn;j) = fhI 2 B[n] and hI is a non-trivial summand in dn;jg,then C(dn;i) \ C(dn;j) = ; for j 6= i.Remark 8 1) Before we start considering sets of matrices, we would like tostress the point that the zero matrix is excluded from our sets, unless otherwisestated.2) Until the end of this section, we number matrices beginning with (0; 0) inthe upper left corner. In this case h1�C stands for nQt=1h(1�C)(t�1)t .6



Let 0 � j � n� 1. Here j corresponds to the value n� i in formula 2.De�nition 9 For each matrix A = (ait) such that ait is a non-negative integer(N), n�1Pt=0 ajt = n � j and n�1Pt=0 ait = 0 for i 6= j, we de�ne an n � n matrixC(A) = (bij) = �b(0); � � � ; b(n�1)� such that bit = aitpi�1�t+ai0+���+ait . Let uscall this collection An;j .For C 2 An;j , 1�C is the j-th row of C which is the only non-zero row ofthat matrix.Let us also note that there is an obvious bijection between An;j and C(dn;j).Lemma 10 dn;j = PC2An;j h1�C .De�nition 11 Let m = (m0; � � � ;mn�1) be a sequence of zeros or powers of p.Let Amn;j stand forAmn;j = fm � Cj = (m0b(0); � � � ;mn�1b(n�1)) j Cj = (b(0); � � � ; b(n�1)) 2 An;jg(3)and Amn for Amn = fn�1Pj=0m � Cj j Cj 2 An;jgNote that di�erent elements of Amn may provide the same element of B[n]as the next example demonstrates:Example 12 Let m = (0; 1; 1; 0; 0). Then C = 0BBBB@ 0 0 0 0 0p p 0 1 1p2 0 p 0 10 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1CCCCA and
C 0 = 0BBBB@ 0 0 0 0 0p p p 0 1p2 0 0 1 10 0 0 0 00 0 0 0 0 1CCCCA are di�erent elements of Amn but h1�C = h1�C0 .Note that the remark made above indicates why Adem relations are com-plicated as we shall examine more in Proposition 18. We shall also note thatthe motivation of this section was exactly to demonstrate this di�culty usingan elementary method.The following lemma is easily deduced from formulae 2Lemma 13 Let m = (m0; � � � ;mn�1) such that mi = 0 or pki , thendm = n�1Y0 dmin;i = XC2Amn nYt=1 (ht)(C(1))t�1 :7



Example 12 implies that coe�cients might appear in the last summation.Hence one needs to partition the set Amn as the following lemma suggests.Lemma 14 Let m = (m0; � � � ;mn�1) be a sequence of zeros or powers of p.Let A = (ait) and A0 = (a0it) such that ait; a0it 2 N , n�1Pt=0 ajt = n�1Pt=0 a0jt = n � jif mi 6= 0, otherwise the last sums are zero. Suppose that 1 � A = 1 � A0 andlet fi1; :::; iqg denote their di�erent columns. Consider only their di�erent rowsand for each column ir partition them according to where 1's appear: fj1; :::; jsgand fj01; :::; j0sg. If for each jt there exists a j 0̀ such that the number of zeros nextto air ;jt and a0ir ;j0t are equal and this is true for all ir, then 1�C(A) = 1�C(A0).Proof. We use the de�nition of C(A) in 9.The next example seeds some light to the required partition of Amn in orderto control coe�cients.Example 15 Let p = 2 and A = 0BB@ 0 0 0 01 0 1 10 0 1 10 1 0 0 1CCA, A0 = 0BB@ 0 0 0 01 1 0 10 1 1 00 0 0 1 1CCA.Then 1�A 6= 1�A0 but 1�C(A) = 1�C(A0).On 1xn or nx1 matrices we give the left or upper lexicographical orderingrespectively.De�nition 16 Let m be a non-negative integer, we denote by jAn;jj(m) the setof partitions of m in jAn;j j terms. A typical element of jAn;jj(m) is of the form� = (�1; :::; �jAn;jj).For � = (�1; :::; �jAn;j j) 2jAn;jj(m), let (�) denote the integer m!Q �t! .Lemma 17 Let mj = `jP�=0mj;�p�. Thendmjnj = X0���`j�(j;�)2jAn;j j(mj;�) `jY�=0��(j;�)�hP� �(j;�)i Cj;i2An;j p�1�Cj;iProof. First, we show the formulae above for mj;�:X�(j;�)2jAn;j j(mj;�)��(j;�)�h�(j;�)i Cj;i2An;j p�1�Cj;iand then we extend by direct multiplication.8



Proposition 18 Let m = (m0; :::;mn�1) be a sequence of non-negative inte-gers, thendm = X0�j�n�1;0���`j�(j;�)2jAn;j j(mj;�) n�1Qj=0 `jQ�=0��(j;�)�hPj P� �(j;�)i Cj;i2An;j0�j�n�1 p�1�Cj;iThe following lemma which is of great importance for dealing with Ademrelations involving Bockstein operations is an application.Lemma 19 Each term of dk+t;s is also a term of dk;sdk+t;k. Here 0 � s < kand 1 � t. Moreover, no term of dk;sdk+t;k � dk+t;s is divisible by k+tQk+1hi.Proof. Let us consider a non-zero row of a typical matrix of Ak+t;s. Sucha row is of the form bsl = aslps�1�l+as0+���+aslLet jr such that asjr = 1 for 1 � r � k�s+t. Let b0sl = bsl for jk�s+1 � l � k+tand b0sl = 0 for 1 � l < jk�s+1. Let b"sl = bsl for 1 � l � jk�s and b"sl = 0 forjk�s + 1 � l � k + t . Then bsl = b0sl + b"sl. Now (b0sl) is an element of Ak+t;sand (b"sl) is an element of Ak;s under the obvious assumption. For the secondstatement: there is only one term in dk;sdk+t;k which is divisible by k+tQk+1hi,namely dk;s k+tQk+1 hi, and this is also a term in dk+t;s. The lemma follows.In order to prove the main theorem in the next section, the following formulafor decomposing Dickson generators will be needed. This formula is a specialcase of the lemma above. Formulas of this kind might be of interest for othercircumstances involving the Dickson algebra. One of them may be the transferbetween the Dickson algebra and the ring of invariants of parabolic subgroups.Lemma 20 Let 0 � s < k. Then dk;sdk+1;k � dk+1;s =s�1Pt=0 dptk�t�1;s�tdpt+2k�t�1;k�t�2hptk�t + dpsk�s;0dps+1k�s;k�s�1 + dps�1k�s;1hps�1k�s+1.Proof. We shall use the formula dk;s = dpk�1;s�1 + dk�1;shk. Firstly:dk;sdk+1;k�dk+1;s = dk;sdpk;k�1�dpk;s�1. We use reverse induction starting fromdps�1k�s+1;1dpsk�s+1;k�s � dpsk�s+1;0 =dps�1k�s;1dps+1k�s;k�s�1hps�1k�s+1 + dpsk�s;0dps+1k�s;k�s�1 + dps�1k�s;1hps�1k�s+1. For the inductivestep: dptk�t;s�tdpt+1k�t;k�t�1 � dpt+1k�t;s�t�1 =dpt+1k�t�1;s�t�1dpt+2k�t�1;k�t�2 � dpt+2k�t�1;s�t�2 + dptk�t�1;s�tdpt+2k�t�1;k�t�2hptk�t.9



Lemma 21 Each term of dk+q;kdk+t;s is also a term of dk+q;sdk+t;k. Here0 � s < k and 0 � q < t. Moreover, no term of dk+q;sdk+t;k � dk+q;kdk+t;s isdivisible by k+tQk+q+1 hi.Proof. We consider (k + t)x(k + t) matrices of the following form:s-thk-th 2666664 k+qj k + q � s! jj t j !j
3777775� s-thk-th 2666664 k+qj k + t� s j !j q ! jj

3777775The last column of the matrices above is of size t � q. If this column is full ofnon-zero elements in the last matrix, we require the same in the k-th row of the�rst matrix. Then our matrices under consideration become:2666664 k+qj k + q � s! jj q j t�q!j
3777775� 2666664 k+qj k + q � s j t�q!j q ! jj

3777775Now the assertion follows because there is no other choice for the �rst matrixof this kind. For the general case, let the non-zero elements in the last columnof the second matrix be l < t� q. Then the situation is as follows:2666664 k+qj k + q � s! jj t� l j l!j
3777775� 2666664 k+qj k + t� s� l j l!j q ! jj

3777775Hence we have to consider the following (k + q)x(k + q) matrices:266664  k + q � s ! t� l ! 377775� 266664  k + t� s� l ! q ! 377775Here the s-th column of the second matrix and the k-th column of the �rst onehave been raised to the power pt�q�l. Because the exponents are of the rightform the assertion follows.For the rest of this section we recall the ring of invariants (E(x1; :::; xn) 
P [y1; :::; yn])GLn from [7]. Here p > 2. 10



Theorem 22 [7]1) The algebra (E(n)
S[n])Bn is a tensor product between thepolynomial algebra B[n] and the Z=pZ -module spanned by the set of elementsconsisting of the following monomials:Ms;s1;:::;smLp�2s ; 1 � m � n; m � s � n; and 0 � s1 < � � � < sm = s� 1:Its algebra structure is determined by the following relations:a) (Ms;s1Lp�2s )2 = 0, for 1 � s � n; 0 � s1 � s� 1.b) Ms;s1;:::;smLp�2s (Lp�1s )m�1 =(�1)m(m�1)=2Qmq=1( sPr=sq+1Mr;r�1Lp�2r hr+1 : : : hsdr�1;sq )Here 1 � m � n, m � s � n, and 0 � s1 < � � � < sm = s� 1.2) The algebra (E(n)
S[n])GLn is a tensor product between the polynomialalgebra D[n] and the Z=pZ -module spanned by the set of elements consisting ofthe following monomials:Mn;s1;:::;smLp�2n ; 1 � m � n; and 0 � s1 < � � � < sm � n� 1:Its algebra structure is determined by the following relations:a) (Mn;s1;:::;smLp�2n )2 = 0 for 1 � m � n; and 0 � s1 < � � � < sm � n� 1.b) Mn;s1;:::;smL(p�2)n dm�1n;n�1 = (�1)m(m�1)=2Mn;s1Lp�2n : : :Mn;smLp�2n .Here 1 � m � n, and 0 � s1 < � � � < sm � n� 1.The elementsMn;s1;:::;sm above have been de�ned by Mui in [7]. The degreeof elements above are jMn;s1;:::;sm j = m+2((1+ � � �+ pn�1)� (ps1 + � � �+ psm))and jLp�2n j = 2(p� 2)(1 + � � �+ pn�1).De�nition 23 Let S(E(n))Bn be the subspace of (E(n)
S[n])Bn generated by:i) Ms;s�1(Ls)p�2 for 1 � s � n ,ii) Q̀t=1 �Ms2t�1+1;s2t�1(Ls2t�1+1)p�2Ms2t+1;s2t(Ls2t+1)p�2� =ds2t�1+1;0 for 0 �s1 < ::: < s2` � n� 1,iii)Ms1+1;s1(Ls)p�2 Q̀t=1 �Ms2t+1;s2t(Ls2t+1)p�2Ms2t+1+1;s2t+1(Ls2t+1+1)p�2� =ds2t+1;0for 0 � s1 < ::: < s2`+1 � n;and S(E(n))GLn be the subspace of (E(n)
 S[n])GLn generated by:Mn;s(Ln)p�2 for 0 � s � n� 1 ,Q̀t=1Mn;s2t�1;s2t(Ln)p�2 for 0 � s1 < ::: < s2` � n� 1,Mn;s1�1(Ln)p�2 Q̀t=1Mn;s2t;s2t+1(Ln)p�2 for 0 � s1 < ::: < s2`+1 < n.The following lemmata provide the decomposition ofMn;s;m(Ln)p�2 in S(E(n))Bn
B[n] and relations between them.Lemma 24 Let s < `, then Ms;s�1Lp�2s M`;`�1Lp�2` can be written with respectto basis elements of B[k]
 S(Ek)Bk . 11



Proof. We use induction on s = `� 1; :::; 1.M`�1;`�2Lp�2`�1M`;`�1Lp�2` h` = �M`;l�2`�1Lp�2` Lp�1` =M`;`�2Lp�2` M`;`�1Lp�2` =(M`�1;`�2Lp�2`�1M`;`�1Lp�2` h`+M`;`�1Lp�2`�1d`�1;`�2M`;`�1Lp�2` ) =M`�1;`�2Lp�2`�1M`;`�1Lp�2` h`.Now the general step:Ms;s�1Lp�2s M`;`�1Lp�2` �L`Ls�p�1 =�M`;s;`�1Lp�2` Lp�1` �Ms+1;sLp�2s+1ds;s�1M`;`�1Lp�2` � L`Ls+1�p�1�M`�2;`�3Lp�2`�2d`�3;s�1M`;`�1Lp�2` � L`L`�2�p�1+M`;`�2;`�1Lp�2` d`�2;s�1Lp�1` . Nowthe claim follows by induction hypothesis.Lemma 25 Let m < s�1, then Ms;`;s�1Lp�2s Mm;m�1Lp�2m can be written withrespect to basis elements of B[k]
 S(Ek)Bk .Proof. Let ` < m < s� 1, thenMs;`;s�1Lp�2s Mm;m�1Lp�2m Lp�1s = �Ms;`Lp�2s Ms;s�1Lp�2s Mm;m�1Lp�2m =Ms;`Lp�2s Mm;m�1Lp�2m Ms;s�1Lp�2s =(M`+1;`Lp�2`+1 � L`L`+1�p�1 +M`+2;`+1Lp�2`+2d`+1;` � L`L`+2�p�1 + :::+Ms;s�1Lp�2s ds�1;`)Mm;m�1Lp�2m Ms;s�1Lp�2s .Now the claim follows by the previous lemma.Lemma 26 Mn;s;m(Ln)p�2 =Ps�q<tm�t�n�1Mq+1;q(Lq+1)p�2Mt+1;t(Lt+1)p�2ht+2:::hn(dq;sdt;m�dq;mdt;s)=dq+1;0.Here di;i = 1 and di;j = 0 if i < j.Corollary 27 Let � = [n+12 ] and " = (�1; :::; �n) 2 (Z=2Z)n, then S(En)GLn isspanned by at most � monomials:M" := 8<: M [ �1+�22 ]n;s1;s2 Lp�2n :::M [ �n�1+�n2 ]n;sn�1;sn Lp�2n , if n is evenM �1n;s1Lp�2n M [ �2+�32 ]n;s2;s3 Lp�2n :::M [ �n�1+�n2 ]n;sn�1;sn Lp�2n , if n is oddThe analogue corollary holds for S(En)Bn .The Steenrod algebra acts naturally on S(E(n))GLn
D[n] and S(E(n))Bn
B[n].Let {̂ : S(E(n))GLn 
 D[n] ,! S(E(n))Bn 
 B[n] be the inclusion, then{̂(dmM") means the decomposition of dmM" in S(E(n))Bn 
B[n].Lemma 28 Let 0 � s1(s01) < k1(k01) < ::: < sl0(s0l0) < kl0 (k0l0) � n � 1. Ifn�1P0 mi(pn � pi) + l0P1 (pn � psi � pki) = n�1P0 m0i(pn � pi) + l0P1 (pn � ps0i � pk0i),then si = s0i and ki = k0i. Moreover, if in addition 0 � k0(k00) < s1(s01) andn�1P0 mi(pn�pi)+(pn�pk0)+ l0P1 (pn�psi�pki) = n�1P0 m0i(pn�pi)+(pn�pk00)+l0P1 (pn � ps0i � pk0i), then si = s0i and kj = k0j .12



Proof. We prove the �rst statement, the second is completely analogous.Let k0l0 > kl0 , then kl0 � k0l0 � 1. Thus pk0l0 > 1 + :::+ pkl0�1 �P(pki + psi).Hence, P(pk0i + ps0i) >P(pki + psi) )P(pn � pk0i � ps0i) <P(pn � pki � psi).Now, if k0l0 < n � 1, then P(pn � pk0i � ps0i) �P(pn � pki � psi) < pn�1.Otherwise (k0l0 = n� 1),P(pn� pk0i � ps0i)�P(pn� pki � psi) � pn�1� 1. Butpn�1� 1 < n�1P0 (m0i �mi)(pn� pi) and this is a contradiction. Finally, k0l0 = kl0 .4 Calculating the hom-duals and Adem relationsWe start this section by recalling the description of R[n]� as an algebra, for podd please see May [3] Theorem 3.7 page 29. The analogue Theorem for p = 2was given by Madsen who expressed the connection between R[n]� and Dicksoninvariants back in 1975, [9].For convenience we shall write I instead of (I; ").Let In;i = (0; :::; 0| {z }i ; 1; :::; 1| {z }n�i ). Here 0 � i � n � 1 and n � i denotes thenumber of p-th powers. The degree jQIn;i j = 2pi(pn�i � 1) [2n � 2i] and theexc(QIn;i) = 0; if i < n, and 1 if i = 0.Let Jn;i = (12 ; :::; 12| {z }i ; 1; :::; 1| {z }n�i )x(0; :::; 0; 1| {z }i+1 ; 0; :::; 0| {z }n�i�1 ). Here " = (0; :::; 0| {z }i ; 1; 0; :::; 0| {z }n�i�1 )and 0 � i � n�1. The degree jQJn;i j = 2pi(pn�i�1)�1 and the exc(QJn;i) = 1.Let Kn;s;i = (0; :::; 0| {z }s ; 12 ; :::; 12| {z }i�s ; 1; :::; 1| {z }n�i )x(0; :::; 0| {z }s ; 1; 0; :::; 0; 1| {z }i�s+1 ; 0; :::; 0| {z }n�i ). Here " =(0; :::; 0| {z }s ; 1; 0; :::; 0; 1| {z }i�s ; 0; :::; 0| {z }n�i ) and 0 � s < i � n � 1. There are two Bocksteinoperations in this element: at the s-th and i-th position from the left. Thedegree jQKn;s;i j = 2(pi(pn�i � 1)� ps) and the exc(QKn;s;i) = 0.Let On;i = (0; :::; 0; 1; 0; :::; 0), where there are n � i zeros. Its degree isjeOn;i j = 2pi�1(p� 1) [2i�1] and exc(eOn;i) = 0. Here 1 � i � n.Let Jn;i;i�1 = (12 ; :::; 12| {z }i ; 0; :::; 0| {z }n�i )x(0; :::; 0; 1| {z }i ; 0; :::; 0| {z }n�i ). Here " = (0; :::; 0| {z }i�1 ; 1; 0; :::; 0| {z }n�i )and 1 � i � n. Its degree jQJn;i;i�1 j = 2pi�1(p�1)�1 and the exc(QJn;i;i�1) = 1.LetKn;i;s;i�1 = (0; :::; 0| {z }s ; 12 ; :::; 12 ; 1| {z }i�s ; 0; :::; 0| {z }n�i )x(0; :::; 0| {z }s ; 1; 0; :::; 0; 1| {z }i�s ; 0; :::; 0| {z }n�i ). Here" = (0; :::; 0| {z }s ; 1; 0; :::; 0; 1| {z }i�s ; 0; :::; 0| {z }n�i ) and 0 � s < i � 1 � n � 1. Its degreejQKn;i;s;i�1 j = 2(pi � ps � pi�1) and the exc(QKn;i;s;i�1) = 0.Let �n;0 = ((Q0)n)� = ((Q0)n)�; 13



�n;i = (QIn;i)� = (Q(pi�1(pn�i�1);:::;(pn�i�1);pn�i�1;:::;p;1))�, 0 � i � n� 1;�n;i = (QJn;i)� = (Q(pi�1(pn�i�1);:::;(pn�i�1);pn�i�1;:::;p;1;)x")�, 0 � i � n� 1;�n;s;i = (QKn;s;i)� = (Q(pi�1(pn�i�1)�ps�1;:::;pi�s�1(pn�i�1);:::; pn�i�1;pn�i�1;:::;p;1)x")�,0 � s < i � n� 1;�n;i = �eOn;i �� = (e(pi�2(p�1);:::;(p�1);1;0;:::;0))�, 1 � i � n;�n;i;i�1 = (eJn;i;i�1)� = (e(pi�2(p�1);:::;(p�1);1;0;:::;0)x")�, 1 � i � n;�n;i;s;i�1 = (eKn;i;s;i�1)� =(e(pi�1(pn�i�1)�ps�1;:::;pi�s�1(pn�i�1);:::;pn�i�1;pn�i�1;:::;p;1;0;:::;0)x")�, 0 � s < i�1 � n� 1.Theorem 29 (Madsen p = 2, May p > 2) . As an A algebra R[n]� �= freeassociative commutative algebra generated by f�n;i; �n;i, and �n;s;i j 0 � i �n� 1, and 0 � s < ig, [f�n;i j 0 � i � n� 1g], modulo the following relations:a) �n;i �n;i = 0.b) �n;s�n;i = �n;s;i�n;0. Here 0 � s < i � n� 1.c) �n;s�n;i�n;j = �n;s�n;i;j�n;0: Here 0 � s < i < j � n� 1.d) �n;s�n;i�n;j�n;k = �n;s;i�n;j;k�2n;0: Here 0 � s < i < j < k � n� 1.Theorem 30 [5] R[n]� u S(E(n))GLn 
 D[n] [R[n]� u D[n]] and T [n]� uS(E(n))Bn 
B[n] [T [n]� u B[n]] as algebras over the Steenrod algebra and theisomorphism � is given by �(�n;i = (QIn;i)�) = dn;n�i, �(�n;i = (QJn;i)�) =Mn;i(Ln)p�2, �(�n;s;i = (QKn;s;i)�) = Mn;s;i(Ln)p�2. Here 0 � i � n � 1 and0 � s < i.�(�n;i = �eOn;i ��) = hi, �(�n;i;i�1 = (eJn;i;i�1)�) =Mi;i�1(Li)p�2, �(�n;i;s;i�1 =(eKn;i;s;i�1)�) = (Ms+1;s(Ls+1)p�2Mi;i�1(Li)p�2)=ds+1;0. Here 1 � i � n and0 � s < i� 1.Under isomorphism � in Theorem 30 we identify R[n]� with S(E(n))GLn 
D[n] and B[n]� with S(E(n))Bn 
B[n].Let � : T [n] ! R[n] be the induced map which imposes Adem relationsbetween the respected coalgebras of length n.�(eI ) =XaI;JQJThe set T� [n] and R� [n] of admissible monomials in T [n] and R[n] providevector space bases respectively. Let � : R� [n]�T� [n] be the map given by�(QI) = eIThe image of the dual of these bases are denoted by T� [n]� in �(T [n])� =S(E(n))Bn
B[n] and R� [n]� in �(R[n])� = S(E(n))GLn
D[n]. Of course thereare also the bases of monomials which are denoted by �n(S(E(n))Bn
B[n]) and�n(S(E(n))GLn
D[n]) respectively. We shall note that T� [n]� =�n(S(E(n))Bn
B[n]).The decomposition relations between the other two bases are not obviousand this is the �rst topic of this section. Campbell, Peterson and Selick pro-vided a method to pass from �n(S(E(n))GLn 
D[n]) to R� [n]� in [2]. We shall14



describe and compare their algorithm with ours. Firstly we shall establish somemachinery to work with those bases.De�nition 31 Let �min and �max be the set functions from �(D[n]
S(En)GLn)(�(B[n]
 S(En)Bn) ) to the monoid < N; 12 >n �(Z=2Z)n given by1) �min(dn;i) = In;i and�max(dn;i) = (pn�i; :::; pn�i; 0; :::; 0)x(0; :::; 0):2) �min(Mn;sL(p�2)n ) = Jn;s and�max(Mn;sL(p�2)n ) = (12 ; :::; 12| {z }s ; 112 ; :::; 112| {z }n�s�1 ; 1)x(0; :::; 0; 1):3) �min(Mn;s;mL(p�2)n ) = Kn;s;m and�max(Mn;s;mL(p�2)n ) = (0; :::; 0| {z }m ; 112 ; :::; 112| {z }n�m�1 ; 1)x(0; :::; 0| {z }m ; 1; 0; :::; 0; 1| {z }n�m ):and the rule �min(dd0MM 0) = �min(d) +�min(d0) +�min(M)+�min(M 0). Hered, d0 2�(D[n]) and M , M 0 2�(S(En)GLn). The same holds for �max.Note that the function �min always provides an admissible element and{̂(dn;i) contains a monomialwith a unique admissible sequence, namely h�min(dn;i),and a monomial with a unique maximal sequence, namely h�max(dn;i). The sameis true for elements Mn;s�1Lp�2n and Mn;s;mLp�2n . Moreover, {̂(dmnM) mightcontain a number of monomials with admissible sequences and this is the mainpoint of investigation because of its applications in [6]. Namely, those mono-mials provide possible candidates for (dmnM)�. Primitives in R are well knownand so are their duals as generators in R�. But it is not the case for their ex-pression with respect to the Dickson algebra. On the other hand, the action onthe Dickson algebra is well known on S(E(n))GLn 
D[n] and hence it is easierto compute the annihilator ideal in the mod�p cohomology of a certain �niteloop space.De�nition 32 Let 	 be the correspondence between �n(S(E(n))GLn 
 D[n])and R� [n] given by d 7�! 	(d) = Q�min(d) and the corresponding one between�n(S(E(n))Bn 
B[n]) and T� [n] denoted by 	T where	T (hJM") = eJ+�1Jn;s1+Pt [ �2t+�2t+12 ]Kn;s2t;s2t=1 . The maps 	 and 	T are setbijections.Let � be the map� : �n(S(E(n))GLn 
D[n])� �n(S(E(n))Bn 
B[n]) (4)de�ned by �(d) = h�min(d). 15



Note that e�max(d); e�min(d) 2T� [n]. The following diagram is commutative.�n(S(E(n))Bn 
B[n]) �� �n(S(E(n))GLn 
D[n]) �min! < N; 12 >n �(Z=2Z)n# 	T # 	 .T� [n] �� R� [n]De�nition 33 A monomial in �n(S(E(n))Bn 
 B[n]) is called admissible if itis an element of � ��n(S(E(n))GLn 
D[n])�.Lemma 34 Let hJM" 2 S(E(n))Bn 
B[n]. The following are equivalent:i) hJM" is admissible;ii) jt � jt+1 for t = 1; :::; n� 1 and hJ is divisible by lQt=0(hs2t+1+2:::hn)�2t+1for � odd (see 27); or lQt=1(hs2t+2:::hn)�2t , otherwise. If s2t+1 +2 or s2t+2 +2 =n+ 1, then the corresponding product must be 1.iii) �(	T (hJM")) is admissible in R[n].Proof. This follows from the following relation: Mk;sLp�2k =Ms+1;sLp�2s+1hs+1:::hk+k�sPt=2Ms+t;s+t�1Lp�2s+t ds+t�1;shs+t+1:::hk. Explicitly, if hJ0 = hJ= lQt=0(hs2t+1+2:::hn)�2t+1 ,then �min(dmM") = (J 0; "). Here dmM" = n�1Qi=0 dmin;iM �1n;s1Lp�2n M [ �2+�32 ]n;s2;s3 Lp�2n :::M [ �n�1+�n2 ]n;sn�1;sn Lp�2nand mt = j0t � j0t�1, m0 = j00.Firstly, we shall show that �� � {̂, {̂ as in 3, i.e. for any eI 2 T [n] and dmM",< dmM"; �(eI) >=< {̂(dmM"); eI > :Here, < �;� > is the Kronecker product. This is done by studying all mono-mials in T [n] which map to primitives in R[n] after applying Adem relations.Let n(mx") = Pmi + �. Let  n(mx") : R[n] ! n(mx")
 R[n] be the iteratedcoproduct n(mx") times. Let J admissible, �eJ = QJ , then QJ =  �eJ = � eJ = �(�� eJ1 
 � � � 
 eJn(mx")); �Ji = J n(mx")QJ = �aJ1;:::;Jn(mx")QJ01 
 � � � 
QJ0n(mx") :Since Ji may not be in admissible form, after applying Adem relations we haveJ 0i � Ji.< dmM"; �eI >=< n�1Qi=0 dmin;iM";  n(mx")�eI >=< n�1Qi=0 dmin;iM"; � n(mx")eI >=< n�1Qi=0 dmin;iM";PIj n(mx")Nj �eIj >=PIj n(m)Qj < djn;i; �eIj > n(")Qj < M [ �j�1+�j2 ]n;sj�1;sj Lp�2n ; �eIj >.Lemma 35 Let dm = nQi=1 dmin;i. Then � (dm) = nQt=1ht�1i=0mit and (� (dm))� =em0em0+m1 :::em0+:::mn�1 . 16



Lemma 36 Let I = �max(dn;n�i), then �(eI) = QIn;n�i = 	(dn;n�i) in R[n].Proof. For the sake of simplicity, we write I instead of QI or eI . By hypoth-esis �max(dn;n�i) = I = (pn�i; :::; pn�i; 0; :::; 0). Let us apply Adem relationsbetween the last n-i+1 elements of I : ((pn�i; 0; :::; 0)). The last sequence be-comes (0; pn�i�1; 0; :::; 0), because of excess and the binomial coe�cients in theAdem relations: pk � pn�i � 0 and � (p�1)k�1pk�pn�i�1� 6= 0modp ) k = pn�t�1. Forthe same reason (0; pn�i�1; 0; :::; 0) becomes (0; :::; 0; 1). Next we consider the�rst i elements of the new sequence: (pn�i+1; 0; :::; 0; 1) and we continue on thesame pattern.Lemma 37 Let eI 2 T [n] be such that eI = ��1� iQs=1hpn�i+s�jsjs � in (2). Here1 � j1 < ::: < ji � n. Then �(eI) = Qn;n�i = 	(dn;n�i) in R[n].Proof. The sequence I is given by:0B@0; � � � ; 0; pn�i+1�j1| {z }j1 ; 0; � � � ; 0; pn�i+2�j2| {z }ji�2�j1 ; � � � ; 0; � � � ; 0; pn�ji| {z }ji�ji�1 ; 0; � � � ; 0| {z }n�ji 1CAPlease note the analogy between I above and the corresponding row of a matrixin An;n�i in section 3. Here pm := 0, whenever m < 0. We shall work out the�rst steps to describe the idea of the proof. First, we consider the last n�i+1 el-ements of �max(dn;n�i): (pn�i; 0; :::; 0) which becomes (0; � � � ; 0; pn�ji| {z }ji�ji�1 ; 0; � � � ; 0| {z }n�ji ).Thus applying Adem relations on certain positions on Q�max(dn;n�i), QI is ob-tained and the lemma follows.Proposition 38 Let eI 2 T [n] be the hom-dual of a monomial hJ 2 T [n] suchthat jhJ j = 2 �pn � pn�i� and hJ is not a summand in (2). Then �(eI) = 0 inR[n].Proof. Let ji�t be the biggest index such that hji�tpn�t�ji�t does notdivide hJ or hji�tpn�t�ji�t+1 divides hJ . In other words, exponents do nothave the right form. Two cases should be considered, namely: i) pn�ji�t hasbeen replaced by pn�t�ji�t �m(t) and ii) by pn�t�ji�t +m(t).Let us start with i) and recall that In�t�ji�t+1 of (hJ)� has the form0B@pn�t�ji�t �m(t); 0; � � � ; 0| {z }ji�t+1�ji�t; pn�t+1�ji�t+1 ; 0; � � � ; 0| {z }ji�t+2�ji�t+1; pn�t+2�ji�t+2 ; :::; pn�ji ; 0; � � � ; 0| {z }n�ji 1CAi) Let us start with m(t) > 0. The last n � ji�t + 1 elements of the sequencebecomes (pn�t�ji�t�m(t); 0; � � � ; 0; 1; � � � ; 1) after applying Adem relations. Be-cause of excess and Adem relations, m(t) must be divisible by pn�t�ji�t . Hencem(t) = 0. 17



ii) Now m(t)pji�t�1 � pn�i + ::: + pn�1 � pn�t�1 � ::: � pn�1 because ofthe degree. Thus m(t) can be divisible at most by pn�t�ji�t�1. Because ofexcess and Adem relations, m(t) must be divisible by pn�t�ji�t�1. We obtaina contradiction.Now the following theorem is easily deduced because R[n] is a coalgebra,the map � is a coalgebra map, and primitives which do not involve Bocksteinoperations have been considered.Theorem 39 Let �0 be the restriction of � between the subcoalgebras T 0[n] andR0[n] where no Bockstein operations are allowed. Let {̂0 : D[n] ,! B[n] be thenatural inclusion. Then (�0)� � {̂0, i.e. for any eI 2 T [n] and dm = n�1Qi=0 dmin;i 2D[n], < dm; �0(eI) >=< {̂0(dm); eI > :We shall extend last Theorem to cases including Bockstein operations aswell.�min(Mn;sL(p�2)n ) = Jn;s.Proposition 40 a) Let J = Jn;t;t�1+(I 0t�1;s�0n�t+1)+In;t such that �0(eI0t�1;s) =QIt�1;s for s+ 1 � t � n. Then �(eJ) = QJn;s = 	(Mn;sLp�2n ).b) Let J be a sequence of length n such that jJ j = 2(pn � ps) � 1 and J isnot of the form described in a), then �(eJ ) = 0.c) {̂(Mn;sLp�2n ) = ��(Mn;sLp�2n ).Proof. a) If J = Jn;t;t�1 + (It�1;s � 0n�t+1) + In;t, then �(eJ) = QJn;s bydirect computation. Let J = Jn;t;t�1 + (I 0t�1;s � 0n�t+1) + In;t, then Jn�t+1 =J1;0 � In�t;0 = Jn�t+1;0. Let us call J 0t�1 such that J = J 0t�1 � Jn�t+1, thenJ 0t�1 = (p�1)It�1;t�2+I 0t�1;s. Now using theorem 39 the conclusion is received.b) The proof of this part is divided into two steps. i) If J contains Jn;t;t�1,then J also contains In;t. Suppose that is not the case, then using theorem39 Jn�t+1 = (J1;0 + pqI1;0) � I 0n�t and I 0n�t contains a zero. Adem relationsbetween the �rst two elements of Jn�t+1 give a zero. ii) We proceed by re-verse induction on the position where the Bockstein operation appears sinceit can be moved to the right only. Let s = n � 2, then there are two candi-dates for this case: J contains Jn;n�1 and Jn;n�1;n�2. The second case hasbeen considered in i). Because of degree, J contains a sequence I 0n�1 of degree2(pn�1 � pn�2). Thus J = ((p � 1)In�1;n�2 + I 0n�1) � J1;0. Because of the-orem 39, it follows that �(eJ) = 0 unless I 0n�1 is of the form described in a).For the general step. In order to apply induction hypothesis, we consider the twoextreme cases: Jn;n�1;s�1+In;n�1 and Jn;n�1+In�1 such that jIn�1j = 2(pn�1�ps�1).� Jn;n�1;s�1+In;n�1: Using step i) and induction hypothesis, all possible candi-dates are as follows. Jn;t;t�1+(I 0t�1;s�1�0n�t+1)+(In�1;t�01)+In;n�1 such that�0(eI0t�1;s�1) = QIt�1;s�1 for s � t � n � 1.� Jn;n�1+In�1: Our sequence can be decomposed as follows, ((p�1)In�1;n�2+18



In�1)�J1;0. We note that we are interested in �nding sequences In�1 such that�(e((p�1)In�1;n�2+In�1)) = Q((p�1)In�1;n�2+In�1;s�1). Using theorem 39, we con-clude that all possible candidates In�1 are such that �(e(In�1)) = Q(In�1;s�1).c) Now part c) follows from parts a) and b).Lemma 41 a) Let the sequencesKn;t+1;q;t and In;t+1, then �e(Kn;t+1;q;t+In;t+1) =QKn;q;t .b) Let the sequence K = Kn;q;t + (I"q � 0n�q) + (I 0t � 0n�t) such that I 0t =I 0q � I 0t�q, �(eI"q ) = QI"q;s and �(eI0t) = QIt;m . If we allow Adem relationseverywhere in the �rst t positions except at positions between q and q + 1 fromleft, then �0(eK) = eK0 where K 0 = Kn;q;t + (I"q;s � 0n�q) + pt�q�m2(I 0q;m1 �0n�q)+(0q�I 0t�q;m2�0n�t) or K 0 = Kn;q;t+pt�q�m2(I 0q;s+m1�q�0n�q)+(0q�I 0t�q;m2�0n�t). For the �rst case �(eI0t) = QI0t�q;m2 , �(eI0q ) = Qpt�q�m2 I0q;m1 andm = m1+m2, and for the second s+m1 � q and �(eI"q+I0q ) = Qpt�q�m2 I0q;s+m1�q .Proof. This is an application of theorem 39.Proposition 42 a) Let K = Kn;t+1;s;t+(I 0t�0n�t)+In;t+1 such that �0(eI0t) =QIt;m for m � t � n� 1. Then �(eK) = QKn;s;m = 	(Mn;s;mLp�2n ).b) Let K = Kn;m+1;t;m + (I 0t � 0n�t) + In;m+1 such that �0(eI0t) = QIt;s fors � t � m� 1. Then �(eK) = QKn;s;m = 	(Mn;s;mLp�2n ).c) Let K = Kn;t+1;q;t + I + In;t+1 for m � q < t � n � 1 with I =I 0 + I", I 0 = (I 0q � 0n�q), I" = (I"t � 0n�t) such that: �0(eI"t ) = QIt;m and�0(eI0q ) = QIq;s and not of the form �0(eI"t ) = QIt;s and �0(eI0q ) = QIq;m . Then�(eK) = QKn;s;m = 	(Mn;s;mLp�2n ).d) Let K be a sequence of length n such that jKj = 2(pn � ps � pm) and Kis not of the form described in a), b) and c) above, then �(eK) = 0.e) {̂(Mn;s;mLp�2n ) = ��(Mn;s;mLp�2n ).Proof. Since Kn;s;m contains two Bockstein operations, there are threechoices for moving Bockstein operations from right to left by applying Ademrelations and each choice provides the degrees of the additional sequences. Letus call �rst Bockstein operation the �rst one from left.a) If the �rst Bockstein operation is �xed, the second one can be in anyposition to the left of its m-th position: (�; :::;�; �s ;�:::;�; �m;� ; :::��; :::� ;�!).Thus we have the sequence Kn;t+1;s;t plus two more sequences di�erent in thesense that one is needed to �ll the zeros to the left of Kn;t+1;s;t and the otherone to force the second Bockstein to be moved to its �nal position after Ademrelations. Now the assertion follows by direct computation.b) If the second one is �xed, the �rst one can be in any position to the left ofit: (�; :::;�; �s;� ; :::��; :::� ;�!; �m;�:::;�). Thus we have the sequence Kn;m+1;t;mplus two more sequences di�erent in the sense that one is needed to �ll the zerosto the left of Kn;m+1;t;m and the other one to force the �rst Bockstein to bemoved to its �nal position after Adem relations. Again the assertion follows bydirect computation. 19



c) Of course, there is also the choice of both �rst and second Bockstein opera-tions being to the right of them-th position: (�; :::;�; �s;�:::;�; �m� ; :::��; :::� ; �; :::� ;�!).This is the di�cult case. Three sequences are needed in this case: one (In;t+1)to �ll the zeros to the left of Kn;t+1;q;t, one (Iq;s� 0n�q) to force the �rst Bock-stein to be moved to its �nal position, and the third one (It;m � 0n�t) to forcethe second Bockstein to be moved to its �nal position. Sequences in bracketsare the �nal ones after Adem relations. But we must exclude those sequenceswhich will move the second Bockstein on the �rst one. Those will provide azero, because two Bockstein operations will be on the same position after ap-plying Adem relations and this is not allowed. They are all sequences which willprovide Kn;t+1;q;t + (Iq;m � 0n�q) + (It;s � 0n�t) after suitable Adem relations.Please see lemmata 19 and 21 to get an idea of those sequences.In order to avoid the bad cases we consider for example sequences of theform(0; :::; 0; pt�q�l; :::; pt�q�l| {z }t�m�l�q+s ; pt�q�l + 1; :::; pt�q�l + 1| {z }q�s ; � 12 ; :::; 12 ; 32 ; :::; 32| {z }l ; �1; 0:::; 0)(5)or (0; :::; 0; 1; :::; 1; t�m�lz }| {pt�q�l + 1; :::; pt�q�l + 1| {z }q�s ; � 12 ; :::; 12 ; 32 ; :::; 32| {z }l ; �1; 0:::; 0) (6)and not of the form (0; :::; 0; 1; :::; 1| {z }m�s ; 2; :::; 2| {z }q�m ; � 32 ; 32 ; :::; 32 ; �1; 0:::; 0). All the aboveare expressed in the assertion of c).Now we prove the statements above. We consider only q > m. If q = m, it iscompletely analogous. Let us start with the second one. The relevant sequencesare of the following form.s m q q + 1 t t+ 1# # # # # #1� 0 0 ::: 0 ::: 0 �1=2 ::: 1=2 �12� 0 p ::: p� p� ::: 1 0 � � t� s� lnon zero � !  lnon zero !3� 0 ::: 0 p� ::: 1 0 ::: ::: 0 q �mnon zero � !The three rows marked with � should be added. We apply Adem relationsbetween columns q + 1 and t. Note that row 1� do not e�ect the result androw 2� becomes (0; :::; 0; 1; :::; 1| {z }), because of Theorem 39. We also note that� = t � q � l. Next we consider the �rst q columns. For the same reason rows2� and 3� become (0; :::; 0; p�; :::; p�| {z }t�s�l ) and (0; :::; 0; 1; :::; 1| {z }q�m ).20



[*]We consider columns q, q+1, and q+2 and apply Adem relations betweenthe �rst two: [+] (1 + p�; �1=2; 1=2). Lemma 3 is used repeatedly. We get(�1=2; p��1 + 1=2; 1=2).[**]Applying Adem relations repeatedly to the right of �, the second � ismoved one position to the left because � = t�q�l equals the number of positionsbetween the �'s.[***]Now we start again from column q � 1 and �nally the �rst � is movedto its m-th position: (p� ; p�; �1=2; :::; 1=2| {z }t�l�q ; �1).[****]Nowwe get (p� ; 0; �p��1 + 1=2; :::; 1=2| {z }t�l�q ; �1) and the second � will movedone position to its left. We repeat, (0; p��1; �1=2; :::; 1=2| {z }t�l�q�1 ; �1; 1). And �nallythe two �'s will be at the same position because the number of p-th pow-ers to the right of the �rst � equals the exponent of p i.e. t � l � q. Thecase (0; :::; 0; p�0 ; :::; p�0| {z }� ; 0; :::; 0; 1; :::; 1| {z }q�m��) + (0; :::; 0; p�; :::; p�| {z }t�s�l ) is excluded because�0 = t� s� l� q +m+ � > t� l � q is not of the right form.For the other case, after suitable Adem relations, rows 2 and 3 are of theform described in 5 and 6. Let us start with 5: We suppose that t� q � l � 1,otherwise it is reduced to the previous case. As in [*], [**], and [***] the �rst� will be moved to the s-th position and the second one to the t� q � l + s-thposition. As in [****], the second � will be moved to the m-th position. Thecase (0; :::; 0; p�0 ; :::; p�0| {z }� ; 0; :::; 0; 1; :::; 1| {z }q�s�� ) + (0; :::; 0; p�; :::; p�| {z }t�m�l ) has been consideredabove because we must have �0 = t�m� l� q+ s+ � = t� l� q or m = s+ �.For 6: Applying [*] and [**], the �rst � is moved to q�t+m+l and the secondone to the m-th position: (0; :::; 0; 1; :::; 1| {z }q�s�t+m+l; � 12 ; :::; 12 ; �1; :::; 1; 0:::; 0). Usinglemma 19, the �rst � is moved to the s-th position. The case (0; :::; 0; p�0 ; :::; p�0| {z }q�s ; 0; :::; 0)+(0; :::; 0; p�; :::; p�| {z }t�m�l ) provides q = m, because we must have t �m� l = t � l � qor m = q.d) follows from a), b), and c).e) follows from a), b), c), d) and lemmata 19, 21, and 26.It would be a nice exercise to �nd for example all eI 2 T [n] such that�eI = QK7;1;3 (please see example 55). That would provide the reader a goodfeeling of the computations involved.Theorem 43 Let � : T [n] ! R[n] be the map which imposes Adem relations.Let {̂ : S(E(n))GLn 
D[n] ,! S(E(n))Bn 
B[n] be the natural inclusion. Then21



�� � {̂, i.e. for any eI 2 T [n] and dmM" 2 S(E(n))GLn 
D[n],< dmM"; �(eI) >=< {̂(dmM"); eI > :Next, an example is worked out to demonstrate the idea of our algorithm.We would like to express elements of the monomial basis �n(S(E(n))GLn 
D[n]) with respect to the dual basis R� [n]. Roughly speaking: Given dm, de�ne�min(dm) and evaluate all greater sequences I with the same degree. For eachsuch a sequence consider �min( QIdm0n;0 ) as an element in T [n]. Start with thegreatest sequence I and evaluate the coe�cient of (�min( QIdm0n;0 ))� in {̂( dmdm0n;0 ). Thisis the coe�cient of (QI)� in dm. Then we continue with the next sequence.Example 44 Let p = 3 and dI = d22;0d192;1, then I = (2; 19) and �min(dI ) =(2; 21). To calculate its expression with respect R� [n] the following elements givenby greater sequences of the same degree should be considered: Q(14;17), Q(11;18),Q(8;19), Q(5;20), and Q(2;21). And their images under 	�1 should also be con-sidered: d142;0d32;1, d112;0d72;1, d82;0d112;1, d52;0d152;1, and d22;0d192;1. Here we examine theKronecker product < d22;0d192;1; QJ > for QJ one of the elements de�ned above.i) Start with the greatest sequence (14; 17). Calculate the coe�cient of(Q(14;17))� in dI . Divide both d142;0d32;1 and dI by d22;0 since sequences of the formlIn;0 do not e�ect Adem relations. Let I(1) = (0; 19) and J (1) = (12; 3). Let0I(1) = (0; 19) and 0J (1) = (12; 15) the corresponding sequences. Let (Q0J(1) ) =Q12Q15 be considered as e12e15 an element of T [n]. Decompose dI(1) = (h61 +h22)19 in B[n] and �nd the coe�cient of �(e12e15)� = h241 h302 in the last decom-position: �1915� � 0mod3. Zero is the coe�cient of (Q(14;17))� in dI .ii) Check for (Q(11;18))�  ! d112;0d72;1. Let I(1) = (0; 19) and J (1) = (9; 7).Let 0I(1) = (0; 19) and 0J (1) = (9; 16) the corresponding sequences. Let e(9;16)be the corresponding element of T [n]. Decompose dI(1) = (h61 + h22)19 in B[n]and �nd the coe�cient of �(e(9;16))� = h181 h322 as an element of B[n] in the lastdecomposition: �1916� � 0mod3. That is the coe�cient of (Q(11;18))� in dI .iii) Check for (Q(8;19))�  ! d82;0d112;1. By repeating steps described above, weobtain: �1917� � 0mod3.iv) (Q(5;20))�  ! d52;0d152;1.�1918� � 1mod3.Thus d22;0d192;1 = (Q(2;21))� + (Q(5;20))�.Let us make some remarks on the last remarks. Firstly, the exponent 19of d2;1 and its p-adic analysis plays an important role. The maximal involvedelement is d142;0d32;1 and hence the least exponent for h2 is 15. Thus we shallstart counting from 15. On the other hand, only 18 and 19 contribute a non-zero binomial coe�cient mod3 in this range.Theorem 45 Let dmM" be an element of �n(S(E(n))GLn 
 D[n]), then thefollowing algorithm calculates its image in R[n]�:dmM" = PJ��min(dm) < dm; QJ > (Q(J+�min(M")))�22



1) Find all elements QJ in R[n] such that jdmj = jQJ j and J > �min(dm),i.e. solve the Diophantine equation n�1P0 ki(pn � pi) = jdmj for (k0; :::; kn�1) >(m0; :::;mn�1). For each such a sequence J , let J(1) = J � m0(1; :::; 1) andconsider 	�1(QJ(1)) = dJ0(1) in D[n].2) Let dmM" = (Q�min(dmM"))�.3) Let dm(1) = dmdm0n;0 and dK be an element in step 1) corresponding to thebiggest sequence among those which have not been considered yet. If dK(1) =dm(1), then �(K) =< dm; QK >= 1. Otherwise, proceed as follows: �ndthe coe�cient, �(K), of �(dK(1)) in {̂(dm(1)), �(K) =< dm; QK >. Then add�(K)(QK+�min(M"))� in dmM".4) Repeat step 3).Proof. Since R[n]� is a free module over D[n] with basis all elements whichinvolve Bockstein operations, the computation of dmM" reduces to that of dm,i.e.dm = PJ��min(dm) < dm; QJ > (Q(J))� ) dmM" = PJ��min(dm) < dm; QJ > (Q(J+�min(M")))�Let dm =P�(I)(QI)� and n(m) = n�1Pt=0 mt. Because of the de�nition of thehom-dual, we have : < dm; Q�min(dm) >= 1 and < dm; QI >= a(I) 6= 0 for asequence I such that in the n(m)-times iterated coproduct: QI = X�Jt=I eJ1 
 :::
 eJn(m) Adem= XaI1;:::;In(m)QI1 
 :::
QIn(m)a(I) n�1Nt=0 mtN1 (QIn;t) is a summand. Thus I � �min(dm). Let I1 > � � � > Il >�min(dm) be all sequences such that jQIt j = jQ�min(dm)j.We quote from May page 20: if for each dmM" we associate its coe�cientsa(I) as a matrix (a�min(dmM");(I)), then this matrix is upper triangular with onesalong the main diagonal. This allows us to express one basis element dmM" withrespect to the dual basis of admissible monomials.We consider the �rst sequence I1. Our task is to evaluate �(I1). Let  QI1 bethe iterated coproduct applied n(m)-times. We shall write I1 as a sum of n(m)sequences such that each of them is a primitive element of R[n] equals to one ofthose involved in �min(dm). This is possible, since n(m) � n(�min(	�1(QI1))).The common element dm0n;0 between 	�1(Q(I1)) and dm does not change the co-e�cient �(I1), because no Adem relation can reduce QIn;0 to a smaller sequence.Instead, we considerQI1�m0In;0 (dJ1 = 	�1(Q(I1))=dm0n;0) andQ(�min(dm)�m0In;0)(dm(1) = dm=dm0n;0). Now the iterated coproduct is applied n(m(1))-times.For the second part of step 3), we use  � = � , lemma 37 and proposition38. All elements eI 2 T [n], which have the property �eI = QIn;n�i , are known.Moreover, the dual of those elements, (eI)� 2 B[n], are summands in {̂(dn;n�i).23



Using commutativity in D[n] induced by symmetry in coproduct, we deducethat the required coe�cient is the coe�cient of �(dJ1) in {̂(dm(1)).Remark 46 Suppose that (QI)� is to be expressed with respect to �n(S(E(n))GLn
D[n]), then one starts with the biggest sequence, say K(1), 	�1(QK(1)) =(QK(1))�, then substitutes in the next element 	�1(QK(2)) = (QK(2))�+aK(2);K(1)(QK(1))�) (QK(2))� = 	�1(QK(2))� aK(2);K(1)	�1(QK(2)) and so on.Let us make some comments. If the degree m of a monomial dm is quitehigh, then there exist many elements of the same degree such that the dual oftheir images under � do not appear in dm for a variety of reasons. We shallgive a re�nement of the algorithm described above through the next lemmas.Example 47 Let d = d3;0dp3;1d1+p33;2 . We will use relation ??, 37 and 4 in orderto improve the algorithm described above. The idea is to use dp3;1 and or d1+p33;2to create d0 such that (	(d0))� will be a term in the image of d in R[n]�. Pleasenote that we abuse notation for simplicity here. For i(d3;1) = h2h3 we need asuitable product of d3;2. Since d3;2 = hp21 + hp2 + h3, our candidate d3;1 musthave exponent at least p (because of h2) and dp3;2 also is needed to get hp3. On theother hand we have �1+p31 � � �11� choices for hp2. Thus 	(d0 = d3;0d2p3;1dp3�p3;2 ) =Q1Q2p+1Qp3+p+1 is a term in d. Next we consider i(d3;0) = h1h2h3 to a suitablepower. Let us try to use d3;2 only. We need such a product d(3)3;2 d(2)3;2 d(1)3;2 andwe shall de�ne the exponents and its binomial coe�cient. If (3) = 1, thend(3)3;2 provides hp21 and forces (2) = p and (1) = p2 for h2 and h3 respectively.Now its binomial coe�cient: �1+p31 ��p3p � � 0. Hence i(d3;0) can not be createdusing only powers of d3;2. Now let us consider d3̀;0. Using d3;1dp3;2 with twodi�erent ways ((h1h2)p (h3)p or hp1h3 (h2)p (h3)p�1) we get dp3;0 with coe�cient[�p1� + �p1��1+p31 �] � 0modp. Using dp3;1dp23;2 we get dp23;0 with two di�erent ways((h1h2)p2 (h3)p2 or hp21 hp3 (h2)p2 (h3)p2�p), i.e. d0 = dp2+13;0 dp3�p2+13;2 . Here thecoe�cient is [�pp� + �pp��i+p3p2 �] � 1modp. Moreover, repeating this process wealso get d00 = dp2+13;0 dp3;1dp3�p2�p3;2 . Finally,d = (Q1Qp+1Qp3+p+2)� + �Q1Q2p+1Qp3+p+1�� + �Qp2+1Qp3+2Qp3+2��+�Qp2+1Qp2+p+1Qp3+1��De�nition 48 Let dm = n�1Qi=0 dmin;i be a monomial in the Dickson algebra andmi = `iPt=0 ai;tpt. Let i0 = maxfi j mi 6= 0g and 0 � t < i0. Let �(t) be a positiveinteger such that t � (s) � n�1 for s = 1; :::; �(t) and (�(t))P1 (n�(s)) = n� t.24



Let also `(t;(1);:::;(�(t))) = maxf(s) � ( sP1 (j)) + (s � 1)n j s = 1; :::; (�(t))gand 0 � c � minf`(s) � `(t;(1);:::;(�(t))) + s�1Pj=1(n� (j))g. We de�ne�(t; (1); :::; (�(t)); c; �) = 8>><>>: (�(t))Qs=2 �a(s);c+`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�s�1Pj=1(n�(j))� �,if 0 � m(1) � �pc+`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))0, otherwise :Here 1 � � � minfa(s);c+`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�s�1j=1(n�(j)) j s = 2; :::; �(t)g.Proposition 49 Let dm = n�1Qi=0 dmin;i be a monomial in the Dickson algebra asabove. Then dm contains 0@	(dmdp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))n;t = (�(t))Q1 dp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�s�1Pj=1(n�(j))n;(s) )1A�with coe�cientX(1);:::;(�(t)) �(t; (1); :::; (�(t)); 0; 1)+X0(1);:::;0(�0(t)) Qi2I(t;0(1);:::;0(�0(t))) � mi�i(t; 0(1); :::; 0(�0(t)))�such that `(t;(1);:::;(�(t))) = `0(t;0(1);:::;0(�0(t))) and (�(t))Q1 dp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�s�1Pj=1(n�(j))n;(s) =Qi2I(t;0(1);:::;0(�0(t))) d�i(t;0(1);:::;0(�0(t)))n;i . Here f(1); :::; (�(t))g and f0(1); :::; 0(�0(t))gare partitions of ft + 1; :::; ng of consecutive and non-consecutive elements re-spectively. For the de�nition of I(t;0(1);:::;0(�0(t))) and �i(t; 0(1); :::; 0(�0(t))),please see the second case in the proof bellow because they strongly depend onthe particular partition.Proof. Since i(dn;t) = (ht+1:::hn)p�1, we are interested in partitions of(ht+1:::hn)(p�1)` such that each part of each partition is a term of an appropriatepower of dn;(s) for a suitable (s).1) Suppose that each of these terms consists of consecutive hj 's. In otherwords we consider all partitions of the set ft+ 1; :::; ng such thatft+ 1; :::; t+ n� (�(t)); t+ n� (�(t)) + 1; :::; t+ 2n� (�(t)) � (�(t)� 1); :::;(1) + :::+ (s)� (s� 1)n+ 1; :::; (1) + :::+ (s� 1)� (s� 2)n; :::;(1)� n+ (2) + 1; :::; (1); (1) + 1; :::; ngwhere �h(1)+:::+(s)�(s�1)n+1:::h(1)+:::+(s�1)�(s�2)n�(p�1)pk(s)25



is a term of a suitable power of dn;(s). Firstly, we must have (�(t))P1 (n �(s)) = n � t. Secondly, the appropriate powers must be considered. Let`(t;(1);:::;(�(t))) = maxf(s) � ( sP1 (j)) + (s � 1)n j s = 1; :::; (�(t))g. Herewe considered the p-th power of h(1)+:::+(s)�(s�1)n+1. Let that entry be t00.Actually, in this case t00 = (�(t)). We shall use the general description in thenext case. We start with dn;(t00) having exponent 1. This forces the rest of theexponents to be as follows:dp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�(�(t))�tn;(�(t)) :::dp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�s�1Pj=1(n�(j))n;(s) :::dp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))n;(1)and we are expecting to get dp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))n;t with an appropriate coe�cientbecause of the di�erent choices which there exist for each particular term.The last term �h(1)+1:::hn�p�1 has no choice and each of the other termshas �a(s);`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�s�1Pj=1(n�(j))1 � choices. In general, if ` is the exponentof dn;t, then ` can be at most minfm(s)�0B@p`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�s�1Pj=1(n�(j))1CA j s =1; :::; (�(t))g. Since we are considering only multiples of p-th powers we canincrease each p-th power by c where0 � c � minf`(s) � `(t;(1);:::;(�(t))) + s�1Xj=1(n� (j))gand each multiple� can be between 1 and minfa(s);c+`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�s�1j=1(n�(j)) j s =2; :::; �(t)g. In that case, d�pc+(�(t))�tn;t is expected with coe�cient which containsP(1);:::;(�(t));c;� �(t; (1); :::; (�(t)); c; �) as a summand, because of choices of thesecond case.2) Now we consider the case where partitions contain at least a part withno consecutive entries. The only di�erence is that extra elements dn;(s)'s areneeded in order to bring the exponents to the right number but this createstechnical di�culties. So we will skip the de�nition of the analogue of c and �in this case. Let such a partition be(i(s);1; :::; i(s);n�(s))Let (i(s);�1 ; :::; i(s);�q ) be a subset of the set above such that �1 > 1, i(s);�r +1 = i(s);�r+1 for r = 1; :::; q � 1 and i(s);�1�1 + 1 < i(s);�1 , i(s);�q + 1 =i(s);�q+1 . For each such a subset we consider:dp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�n+q�1+�1�p`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�n+q�1+�1+i(s);1+�1�1�i(s);�1n;n�q 26



with the appropriate coe�cient:� mn�qp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�n+q�1+�1 � p`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�n+q�1+�1+i(s);1+�1�1�i(s);�1�Here `(t;(1);:::;(�(t))) is as in case 1). Note that many di�erent parts of a par-ticular partition may need powers of dn;n�q . We also need the set of indices forsuch dn;n�q. Let this set be fq1; :::; q(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))g. The set of indices given byI(t;(1);:::;(�(t))) := f(1); :::; (�(t))g [ fn � q1; :::; n � q(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))g must beconsidered. Let �i(t; (1); :::; (�(t))) denote the total number of dn;i involvedin the particular partition for i 2 I(t;(1);:::;(�(t))), then the coe�cient for dn;iis � mi�i(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�.Finally, we combine both cases such that only partitions f(1); :::; (�(t))g(for the �rst case) and f0(1); :::; 0(�0(t))g (for the second case) which providedp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))n;t and(�(t))Q1 dp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�s�1Pj=1(n�(j))n;(s) = Qi2I(t;0(1);:::;0(�0(t))) d�i(t;0(1);:::;0(�0(t)))n;i are con-sidered. And the coe�cient for0@	(dmdp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))n;t = (�(t))Q1 dp`(t;(1);:::;(�(t)))�s�1Pj=1(n�(j))n;(s) )1A� in dm isP(1);:::;(�(t)) �(t; (1); :::; (�(t)); 0; 1)+ P0(1);:::;0(�0(t)) Qi2I(t;0(1);:::;0(�0(t))) � mi�i(t;0(1);:::;0(�0(t)))�.Next we consider a lemma in the opposite direction of last proposition.Lemma 50 Let k � n� i and i < n, thend�kpk+�0n;n�i = �	(d�kpk+�0n;n�i )��+� �kmin(�k;�0)�� �0min(�k;�0)� �	(dmin(�k;�0)pkn;n�i�k d(�k�min(�k;�0))pk+(�0�min(�k;�0))n;n�i dmin(�k;�0)n;n�i+k )��Proof. We consider all admissible sequences in �i(dpkn;n�i)��k (i(dn;n�i))�0 .Note that d�kpk+:::+�0n;n�i can be computed by repeated use of the formulae inthe last lemma for all possible choices.Remark 51 We must admit that if m(n) >> 0, then there exist many candi-dates for m0 and the bookkeeping described above can not be done by hand. Webelieve that it is harder but safer to consider all possible choices.Let us briey discuss and describe Campbell, Peterson and Selick's methodwhich calculates dm =P < dm; QI > (QI)�27



Recall that QIn;i = 	(�)�1(hJn;i). For dm = dn;0:::dn;0| {z }m0 :::dn;n�1:::dn;n�1| {z }mn�1 =n(m)Qi=1 d(i), let =(dm) be the set of all n(m)�n matrices C whose i-th row Ci hasthe property that �(eCi) = 	C(�(d(i))).For example, if d(i) = dn;t then �(eCi) = Q�min(d(i)).For each C 2 =(dm), let S(C) = 1 � C. Here 1 = (1; :::; 1). Thendm = PfC2=(dm)jS(C) is admissiblegQ�S(C)Please note the analogy between matrices of exponents de�ned in section 3and elements of =(dm).We copy the next example from [2] and compare the two methods.Example 52 Let p = 2 and n = 3. Let d = d3;0d23;1d93;2. The matrix associatedwith d is 1 f 0 0 188><>: 0 0 1...0 0 12� 0 1 10 1 11 f 1 1 1S(C) = (1 3 12)Since p = 2, in computing =(d) it su�ces to consider only matrices C whosebraced rows are identical, since for other C, S(C) will occur an even number oftimes by symmetry. There are 3 �3 �3 = 9 choices. Most of them will be excludedby admissibility. This re�nement can easily be done if the exponents involvedare relatively small. Since the rest of them appear just once:1 f 0 2 088><>: 0 0 1...0 0 12� 0 1 10 1 11 f 1 1 1S(C) = (1 5 11)
1 f 0 0 188><>: 0 0 1...0 0 12� 2 2 02 2 01 f 1 1 1S(C) = (5 5 10)

1 f 0 2 088><>: 0 0 1...0 0 12� 2 2 02 2 01 f 1 1 1S(C) = (5 7 9)So d = Q�(1;3;12) +Q�(1;5;11) +Q�(5;5;10) +Q�(5;7;9).According to our method, d3;0 is not considered and 9 = 8 + 1. There are3 � 3 � 3 = 9 monomials in d23;1d93;2 and only 4 of them are admissible elements ofB[n]. Namely: h22h113 h42h103 , h41h42h93 and h41h62h83. So d = Q�(1;3;12) +Q�(1;5;11) +Q�(5;5;10) +Q�(5;7;9). 28



Remark 53 C-P-S's method is more or less the same with our method of de-composing dm using matrices in section 3.One advantage of the method of monomials is the use of computational pack-ages and a theoretic advantage is the description of the inclusion mapi : �p R � � � R �p ! �pnin mod�p (co)homology.In principal both methods are equivalent.Next, the algorithm which calculates Adem relations using modular invari-ants is demonstrated. Roughly speaking: For the given eI , let hI0 = (eI)� andcompute all admissible sequences K with the same degree and smaller than thegiven one. For each such a K, let dK0 =  (QK) and evaluate i) the coe�cient ofhI0 in {̂(dK0) and ii) dK0 in R[n]�. Starting with the greatest sequence K whosecoe�cient in �(eI) has not been de�ned yet, using the Kronecker product, andi) and ii) above, we compute its coe�cient in �(eI). Then we proceed to thenext sequence.Example 54 Let p = 3 and I = (20; 15). Then �(eI) = 2Q(11;18) + 2Q(8;19)using Adem relations in the Dyer-Lashof algebra. We shall also evaluate �(eI)using the following algorithm.1) Solve the Diophantic equation: m0(p2 � 1) +m1(p2 � p) = (p � 1)(20 +p15) and for each solution de�ne dm or �nd all sequences K, QK 2 R[n] and	�1(QK) = dK0 2 D[n] such that jdK0 j = jeI j = 2(p� 1)(20+ p15). Using theirdecomposition in B[n] check those which contain (eI)� = h201 h152 as a summand.Those are:d142;0d32;1, Q(14;17), no;d112;0d72;1, Q(11;18), yes with coe�cient 2;d82;0d112;1, Q(8;19), no;d52;0d152;1, Q(5;20), no;d22;0d192;1, Q(2;21), no.2) Calculate their duals:d142;0d32;1 = (Q(14;17))� (there is only one choice).d112;0d72;1. Divide both d142;0d32;1 and d112;0d72;1 by d112;0. Consider d32;0d32;1 andd72;1. 7 = 2 � 3+ 1. Hence we can take only d2;1 and replace it by h31. This givesh31h2�32 = h31�(d32;1) = �(d32;0d32;1). Thus d112;0d72;1 = (Q(11;18))� + (Q(14;17))�.d82;0d112;1. Repeating steps described above, we obtain: d82;0d112;1 = (Q(8;19))� +2(Q(11;18))� + (Q(14;17))� .d52;0d152;1 = (Q(5;20))� + 2(Q(14;17))�.d22;0d192;1 = (Q(2;21))� + (Q(5;20))�.3) Use the Kronecker product to evaluate �(eI).Start with dK0 such that K 0 is the biggest sequence where the �rst non-zerocoe�cient of (eI)� = h201 h152 appears in dK0 .< d112;0d72;1; �(eI) >=< {̂(d112;0d72;1); eI >� 2) < (Q(11;18))�+(Q(14;17))�; �(eI) >�2 ) Q(11;18) has coe�cient 2 in �(eI).29



< d82;0d112;1; �(eI) >=< {̂(d82;0d112;1); eI >� 0 ) < (Q(8;19))� + 2(Q(11;18))� +(Q(14;17))�; �(eI) >� 0) < (Q(8;19))�; �(eI) > +1 � 0) Q(8;19) has coe�cient2 in �(eI).< d52;0d152;1; �(eI ) >=< {̂(d52;0d152;1); eI >� 0 ) Q(5;20) has coe�cient 0 in�(eI).< d22;0d192;1; �(eI ) >=< {̂(d22;0d192;1); eI >� 0 ) Q(2;21) has coe�cient 0 in�(eI).Hence �(eI) = 2Q(11;18) + 2Q(8;19).Example 55 Let I = (p3 + p; p3 + p; p3 + p; 0; � 12 ; 12 ; �1), then 	�1T (eI) =(h1h2h3)p3+p(M5;4Lp�25 M7;6Lp�27 =d5;0).We apply Adem relations on eI : I ! (p3 + p; p3 + p; 0; p2 + 1; � 12 ; 12 ; �1)! (p3 + p; 0; p2 + 1; p2 + 1; � 12 ; 12 ; �1) ! (0; p2 + 1; p2 + 1; p2 + 1; � 12 ; 12 ; �1) !(0; p2 + 1; p2 + 1; � 12 ; p+ 12 ; 12 ; �1) ! (0; p2 + 1; p2 + 1; � 12 ; 12 ; 32 ; �1) ! (0; p2 +1; � 12 ; p+ 12 ; 12 ; 32 ; �1) ! (0; p2+1; � 12 ; 12 ; 32 ; 32 ; �1) ! (0; � 12 ; p+ 12 ; 12 ; 32 ; 32 ; �1) !(0; � 12 ; 12 ; 32 ; 32 ; 32 ; �1)! (0; � 12 ; 12 ; 32 ; 32 ; �1; 1)! (0; � 12 ; 12 ; 32 ; �1; 1; 1)! (0; � 12 ; 12 ; �1; 1; 1; 1) =K7;1;3. Thus �(eI) = QK7;1;3 .We use the monomial method. For degree reasons QK7;1;3 is the only pos-sible candidate. We must check whether {̂(	�1T (QK7;1;3)) = {̂(M7;1;3Lp�27 ) con-tains (h1h2h3)p3+p(M5;4Lp�25 M7;6Lp�27 =d5;0). {̂(M7;1;3Lp�27 ) contains (lemma26) (M5;4Lp�25 M7;6Lp�27 =d5;0)(d4;1d6;3 � d4;3d6;1) and (h1h2h3)p3+p is a sum-mand in (application of formula 2) (d4;1d6;3 � d4;3d6;1). It follows that �(eI) =QK7;1;3 .Now, the following proposition is obvious.Proposition 56 Let eI 2 T [n]. The following algorithm computes �(eI) inR[n].i) Let < = fm = (m0; :::;mn�1)g be all solutions of jI j = n�1P0 mi(pn � pi) +l0P1 (pn � psi � pki). Note that si and ki are uniquely de�ned by lemma 28. LetK� be the set of all admissible sequences K such that j K j=j I j and K � I.Moreover, QK 2 R[n] and QK = 	�1(dmM �) for m 2 <.ii) Let hI0 = 	�1T (eI) and �nd bI;K the coe�cient of hI0 in {̂(dmM �) for allelements of <.iii) Compute the image of dmM � in (R[n])�.iii) Use the Kronecker product to evaluate �(eI) :Start with the �rst non-zero bI;K1, �(eI) contains aI;K1QK1 ; i.e. < dK01 ; �(eI) >=aI;K1 = bI;K1. Proceed to the next sequence K2 and use bI;K2 (whether or notis zero) and the image of dK02 to compute the coe�cient aI;K2 of QK2 in �(eI).Repeat last step for all remaining sequences.We close this work by making some remarks about evaluating �(eI) usingmatrices introduced in section 4. Since (eI)� = hI0 is an element of B[n], one30



has to �nd all sequences m = (m0; � � � ;mn�1) such that dm contains (eI)�as a summand. This is equivalent to �nd all matrices C such that (eI)� =nQt=1h(1�C)t�1t and then group them in di�erent sets such that each set correspondsto an m. The coe�cient �0m of Q0m in �(eI) is a function of the order of theset corresponding to m. Given hI0 , there is a great number of choices for Cdepending on I 0 as the interested reader can easily check and this is the reasonfor the high complexity of Adem relations.References[1] H. E. A. Campbell, Upper Triangular Invariants, Canad. Math. Bull. Vol.28 (2), 1985, 243-248.[2] Campbell H. E. A., Peterson F. P. and Selick P. S.: Self-maps of loop spaces.I . Trans. A. M. S. 293 no1 (1986), pp. 1-39.[3] Cohen F., Lada T., and May J. P.: The homology of iterated loopspaces. LNM 533, (1975).[4] Dickson L. E.: A fundamental system of invariants of the general modularlinear group with a solution of the form problem. Trans. A. M. S. 12 (1911),75-98.[5] Kechagias E. Nondas: Extended Dyer-Lashof algebras and modular coinvari-ants. Manuscripta Math. 84, 1994 pp. 261-290.[6] Kechagias E. Nondas: An invariant theoretic description of the primitiveelements of the mod�p cohomology of a �nite loop space which are annihi-lated by Steenrod operations. "Proceedings of a Workshop on InvariantTheory, April 2002, Queen's University". C.R.M.- A.M.S. Proceedingsand Lecture Notes Volume 35 (2003), 159-174.[7] Huyhn Mui: Modular invariant theory and the cohomology algebras of thesymmetric groups, J. Fac. Sci. Univ. Tokyo, IA (1975), 319-369.[8] Huynh Mui: Homology operations derived from modular coinvariants. MathZ, 172, 85-115, (1985)[9] Madsen, I.: On the action of Dyer-Lashof algebra in H�(B). Paci�c Journalof Mathematics, 60, 235-275, (1975).
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